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NSW Fellows making time to maintain the connection
Several of the NSW Fellows of the Peter Cullen Trust enjoyed Christmas drinks together on
12 December. Madeleine Hartley writes ‘We had a great turnout (7 in total, although only 5 at
the time the picture was taken). We would like to see the NSW Fellows get together as much as
possible in 2019.’
There are perhaps 27 Fellows in NSW
– and almost half of them are based
outside Sydney. Queensland has
approximately 17 Fellows in various
parts of the state; there are 4 in
Northern Territory, 7 in South
Australia, 1 in Tasmania, 7 across
Western Australia, and around 24 in
the ACT. In total, those seven
jurisdictions account for half of the
PCT Fellows. The other 50% are based
in Victoria. Despite such a distribution,
it is great that Fellows are meeting the
challenges of getting together when
possible!
Christobel Ferguson, Tom Mollenkopf and Madeleine Hartley.
Not in photo: Peter Coad & Rose Mannik.

(L–r) Paul Frazier, Richard Cresswell,

Honours to Friends and Fellows of the Trust
Professor Gene Likens has been awarded the 2019 Benjamin Franklin Medal in Earth and
Environmental Science: For his pioneering long-term studies of forest, stream, and lake
ecosystems, and for his efforts to educate the public and the US Government about acid rain and
other environmental issues.
Emeritus Professor Angela Arthington was awarded the Australian Freshwater Science
Society 2018 Award (Hilary Jolly Medal) at the AFSS 2018
Conference in Adelaide, late September.
In this edition
And Bradley Moggridge, the 2018 Vicky Cullen Fellow, has been
recognised by the Academy of Sciences through a Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Scientist Travelling Research
Award. The award recognises research primarily in the natural
sciences by outstanding Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander PhD
students and early- and mid-career scientists. It also supports the
expansion and growth of each scientist’s research networks and
international knowledge exchange, through visits to relevant
international centres of research.

Be free on Thursday 9 May for the 2019 Women-inWater Leadership Graduation!
The PCT’s first national Women in Water Leadership Program starts
on 18 February in Canberra, with 16 participants including Felicity
Gould supported by Yarra Valley Water (her name was not in the
last newsletter). The graduation will be in Canberra at the Shine
Dome, near The Australian National University, from 5.20 pm on
Thursday 9 May. Ticket details will be in the March newsletter.

…………………………………
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A word from the Trust’s CEO
You would have to be Dark Mofo artist Mike Parr* to have missed the raging
debate over the Murray-Darling Basin Plan these past weeks.

they will get airplay.

Now I am fond of referring to ‘discussions’ or ‘conversations’ when it comes
to critical issues. That is because these are exchanges where people listen as
well as speak, whereas a ‘debate’ is where one takes a position and argues it
with the intention of winning. Sadly, when it comes to the Murray-Darling
Basin Plan there has been little by way of conversation but plenty of debate.
Despite the calls for more science and constructive engagement, measured
voices tend to get lost in the search for headlines that will scream. The
stronger the position a commentator takes, the more likely it seems that

It is at times like these that we may be tempted to enter the fray. Why this is so I am not sure.
Maybe we think that we are terribly clever and have a unique contribution we are obliged to share
(sadly, that is often not so); or we have a need to self-promote (occasionally, anyone may be
guilty of that); or we feel a primal pack mentality (a reminder that we may not have come that
far). I hope that, rather, we are driven by a desire to elevate the discussion and find a solution.
Whatever our motivation may be, when it comes to the Peter Cullen Trust as an institution, we
must remain independent. Our position is that we take no position, other than to be an honest
broker for constructive dialogue.
The Trust and Bridging are fertile ground for the exchange of insights from the many interests that
there are in water and environmental management.
This edition of Bridging just touches on the issues around the Basin Plan, while also listing links to
some of the other contributions that have been made by Fellows, Friends, sponsors and others not
related to the Trust. Interestingly, when one gets past the headlines (often not penned by a subeditor), one can often find common ground among these.
Let’s hope that after all the raging and blaming are done, we can re-start the conversation.
Elsewhere in Bridging you will see updates on events, people and programs. Our Women in Water
Leadership Program is about to kick off: this year it is being held in Canberra with a truly national
cohort. The Program concludes with a graduation in Canberra on Thursday 9 May to which Fellows
and Friends are cordially invited.
This year’s Science to Policy Leadership Program will open for applications at the end of February
and we are again expecting strong interest. A number of scholarships will be available. If you or
someone you know are interested in either a sponsored place or scholarship, we are happy to take
registrations of interest.
And finally, in pursuit of balance, I cast about to seek inspiration from history’s great thinkers on
the vexed intersection of emotions and logic.
On the one hand, Niccolò Machiavelli, in The Prince, said: “The temper of the multitude is fickle.”
I was a little more encouraged by Sigmund Freud who claimed:
“The voice of reason is small, but very persistent.”
Ultimately, I settled on a Richelle Mead character with the line:
“You’re always the voice of reason. Just try listening to yourself once in a while.”
As the author of some very successful vampire thrillers, Richelle should know!
Tom Mollenkopf
ceo@petercullentrust.com.au
0422 631 876

___________

* Mike Parr spent 3 days in a container beneath a Hobart road as part of the Dark Mofo art festival in June 2018. See
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-06-17/dark-mofo-artist-mike-parr-set-to-emerge-from-under-road/9878772
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Fellows’ professional development
Did you miss out on the Fellows’ get-together and Professional
Development Day in November?
Or did you make it, and find it so awesome that you can't wait for the next
one?

Opportunity for Fellows’ continued Professional Development
in 2019
The PCT Fellows Committee is considering running a Professional Development Day for all PCT
Fellows, on storytelling, on Thursday 9 May in Canberra. The session will start no earlier than
9.30 am and will be followed by the graduation ceremony of the Women in Water Leadership
2019, starting at 5.20 pm at the Shine Dome.
A welcome breakfast is also planned for the new Fellows at QT Canberra Hotel on Friday 10 May.
We have reviewed three exciting proposals from external providers to run the session, and have
selected our preferred provider. We are aware the use of external providers diverges from the
previous approach where professional development has been run by Fellows. Therefore, we are
also seeking to understand from potential attendees whether you or your organisation could
contribute towards the cost of running the session.
If you are interested in participating, please fill out this one-minute survey
(https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/FXJ25Q7) by 21 February. The PCT Fellows Committee will
then review the results and decide whether to proceed.
Kate MacMaster, Programs Director

NEWS of Friends and Fellows
COMING EVENTS
1. On Tuesday 19 February, the Institute for Applied Ecology at University of Canberra (UC)
presents the annual KREBS LECTURE, delivered this year by Professor Gene Likens: ‘Acid rain:
a long and unfinished journey from discovery to political action’.
The lecture is at the Ann Harding Conference Centre, Building 24, University Drive South, UC, at
6.30–7.30 pm, followed by drinks and canapés. Register to book your free ticket, at
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/acid-rain-a-long-and-unfinished-journey-from-discovery-topolitical-action-tickets-52929197655
‘The cause of acid rain was hotly debated for many years after its discovery in 1963. A lack of
long-term or large-scale experimental data prevented action on this politically charged
environmental issue.
Professor Gene Likens co-founded the internationally renowned Hubbard Brook Ecosystem Study
which provided evidence of a clear relationship between sulphur dioxide emissions and acid rain in
the USA. Political action, however, lagged some 27 years behind the discovery.
Professor Likens will discuss his battles with policy makers, and draw strong parallels with action
on climate change today.’
………………
2. For RIVERSYMPOSIUM 2019 (20–24 October, Brisbane), abstracts are due by 15 February.
See http://riversymposium.com/submit-abstract/. (Emeritus Professor Angela Arthington is
one of the 2019 organising committee.)
………………
3. Professor Stuart Bunn writes: The SOCIETY FOR FRESHWATER SCIENCE (based in the USA,
formerly the North American Benthological Society, NABS) has confirmed they will hold their
annual conference in Brisbane in 2021. It will be in association with the Australian and New
Zealand Freshwater Science societies. We have been in discussion with them for some time and
this will be the FIRST TIME that this society has held a MEETING OUTSIDE OF NORTH AMERICA.
For more information, see: https://www.bcec.com.au/freshwater-science-annual-meeting-2021/.
………………
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4. The ABARES OUTLOOK conference, on 5–6 March in Canberra, is ‘the agriculture sector’s
premier information exchange and networking event. It connects leading national and international
speakers and producers with motivated and information seeking public and private sector decisionmakers.’ See http://www.agriculture.gov.au/abares/outlook.
Dr Steve Hatfield-Dodds and Peter Gooday are both speaking on the first morning. Steve is
also on the panel for ‘Managing drought and risk in a changing climate’ on Wednesday afternoon.
………………
5. FIRST CALL: International Water Resources Association – World Water
Congress 2020
Dr Gary Jones, Chair of the International Scientific Committee, IWRA XVII World Water Congress,
writes:
As I foreshadowed in Bridging no. 31 (October 2018), the XVII IWRA World Water Congress will be
held in Daegu, South Korea, 11–15 May 2020.
The main congress theme will be:
Foundations for global water security and resilience: knowledge, technology and policy.
The program will be structured according to five thematic topics and three cross-cutting issues.
Themes
A. Building resilient systems for climate change and growing populations
B. Maximising social, cultural and economic benefits
C. Adopting smart technologies, policies and processes
D. Securing healthy waters, catchments and ecosystems
E. Implementing pathways for development and cooperation.
Cross-cutting issues
1. Sharing and communicating data, knowledge and information
2. Catalysing private sector engagement and participation
3. Delivering SDG outcomes: Five years on and looking to 2030.
The launch of the Congress web site and first Call for Papers are scheduled for 18 February.
See: www.worldwatercongress.com for details, from this date.
In the meantime, if you have any questions regarding the event, please drop me a line at:
isc.chair@iwra.org
………………

NEW ROLES
Dr Jill Fagan writes: I have a new job, which I’m starting on 4 Feb. The title is: Manager,
Adaptation, in the Climate Change Policy branch at DELWP. I will lead a large multi-disciplinary
team that implements climate change adaptation across water, transport, health, education,
energy, agriculture, natural and built environments.
………………

Call for applications

from Sarina Loo & Beth Ashworth, Co-Executive Officers, Victorian Environmental Water Holder:
Applications for Victorian Environmental Water Holder (VEWH) Commissioner
positions are now open.
If you're a Victorian resident interested in improving waterway health, apply here by
Monday 4 March 2019:
https://www.water.vic.gov.au/media-releases/2019/vewh-commissioner-opportunity.
The VEWH Commission makes decisions about how to use, carry over and trade water
for the environment in Victoria, working with program partners to improve waterway
health.
………………
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RECENT INITIATIVES AND OUTCOMES IN WATER & ENVIRONMENT
Ross Hardie writes: I want to draw your attention to the Australian Freshwater Study that we
(Alluvium) have been working on for the Ian Potter and Myer Foundations.
As part of this project we are currently seeking input to a series of issues papers.
It would be great to hear your thoughts, prior to 15 February 2019.
Together, both the Foundations have funded a study of major issues affecting Australia’s
freshwater systems. They want to better understand the ways philanthropic investment might
catalyse changes to the management of Australia’s freshwater resources that will protect their
ecological integrity, make access to them more equitable, and ensure Australia’s long-term water
security. We’ve been working with Point Advisory to deliver this work.
We have developed five Issues Papers (and an overview paper) that outline a “long list” of issues
and high-level options for philanthropic intervention across five areas:
•
water governance,
•
economics,
•
freshwater ecosystems,
•
First Peoples’ water rights, and
•
water in society.
Following feedback on the Issues Papers we will be working with the Foundations to identify
detailed options for philanthropy to intervene to catalyse change.
You can now view and contribute to the papers at https://www.pointadvisory.com/water-study/.
I would be most grateful if you could find time to comment on any or all of the papers before
15 February 2019. Your views and contribution to this study are important to us and will help
guide the study outcomes.
………………

Queensland Water Modelling Network (QWMN) External Engagement Program
Dr Barbara Robson writes: The QWMN has initiated an External Engagement Program (EEP) to
help build the capacity of water modelling and user expertise in Queensland, facilitate engagement
across the full range of actors in the Queensland water-modelling ecosystem, and stimulate
innovation in all aspects of water modelling and use. See
https://www.des.qld.gov.au/science/pdf/qwmn-external-engagement-program.pdf.
A consortium, led by the International Water Centre (Mark Pascoe is its CEO), is delivering a
program of work that complements QWMN activities and investments to facilitate greater
collaboration among water modellers, users and decision makers across Queensland, creating a
community of water modelling excellence.
A key initiative is the QWMN Innovation Program. In this program, Innovation Associates register
for PhD degrees, then work directly with industry partners in local and state government and the
private sector, to develop practical solutions to state, regional and local economic, environmental
and social challenges.
Other activities include the annual QWMN Forum, a state-wide skills and knowledge audit to guide
investment in education, training and workforce capability growth, a Hack, and a mentoring
program to nurture and guide students into water modelling as a career path. A dedicated website
to showcase the Program and its activities is being developed.
Consortium members are the Australian Institute of Marine Science (Barbara Robson), Griffith
University, the International Water Centre, Queensland Cyber Infrastructure Foundation,
Queensland University of Technology, The University of Queensland and the University of Southern
Queensland.
The Queensland Water Modelling Network is an initiative of the Queensland Government (DES).
………………

PCT people involved in Australian Water Partnership work with India, late 2018
The Australian Water Partnership (AWP) reports that the 1st International Conference on
Sustainable Water Management (10–11 December) ‘provided an interactive platform for delegates
to brainstorm and share ideas on a range of water topics. … Professor Nick Schofield (AWP),
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Stuart Richardson (CDM Smith), and David Harriss (Access Water Management) were
speakers. The Murray-Darling Basin was one focus, with topics including flood and drought
management, hydrology, e-flows, inter-basin water transfer, climate change, intelligent decision
support systems, storage projects and other aspects of the sustainable management of water
resources. See https://waterpartnership.org.au/outcomes-from-the-1st-international-conferenceon-sustainable-water-management/
Hon. Karlene Maywald, Will Fargher, David Harriss and Stuart Richardson were among
hosts for eight senior water management professionals from India in November. As well as sharing
discussions, the group toured parts of the Murray-Darling Basin and the NSW Southern Tablelands.
See https://waterpartnership.org.au/murray-darling-basin-to-help-inform-river-basin-planning-inkrishna-basin-states/
………………

Cleaning up Lake Tuggeranong, ACT
Professor Ross Thompson was the subject of an article in the Canberra Times on 25 January
explaining his ACT government-backed research at Lake Tuggeranong (in southern Canberra) to
determine why it gets frequent algae outbreaks. See
https://www.canberratimes.com.au/national/act/for-the-kids-cleaning-up-lake-tuggeranong-s-actone-test-at-a-time-20190124-p50tf2.html
………………

Murray-Darling Basin Plan: Five-year assessment. Inquiry report.
The Productivity Commission, which is led by Commissioner Dr Jane Doolan, has released its
report into the Murray-Darling Basin Plan. Quoting their website:
‘This report was sent to Government on 19 December 2018 and publicly released on 25 January
2019.
‘The report makes findings on progress to date in implementing the Basin Plan and
recommendations on actions required to ensure effective achievement of Basin Plan outcomes.
Most of our recommendations involve incremental improvements to the current arrangements.
Others are to provide the strong foundations needed for the Plan to succeed — sound governance,
good planning, and effective and adaptive management.’
The report is available at https://www.pc.gov.au/inquiries/completed/basin-plan/report/basinplan.pdf, or as an Overview at https://www.pc.gov.au/inquiries/completed/basinplan/report/basin-plan-overview.pdf
………………

Independent Panel to investigate fish kills in December 2018 & January 2019
On 22 January, Federal Agriculture and Water Resources Minister David Littleproud announced that
Dr Robert Vertessy would chair an Independent Panel to investigate how and why the fish kills
happened in December and January. … Dr Vertessy is also the chair of the Murray-Darling Basin
Authority's independent Advisory Committee on Social, Economic and Environmental Sciences. A
final report from Dr Vertessy's panel is due by the end of March.’ See
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-01-22/fish-kill-inquiry-ordered-by-federalgovernment/10736962.
………………

‘Panel of experts to review fish kill announced’, 23 January
In response to a specific request from the Leader of the Opposition, The Australian Academy of
Science, in consultation with the other learned academies, has convened a group of experts to
provide scientific advice on the fish deaths in the Murray–Darling river system.
The expert panel of nine (including its Chair) includes Professor Tim Flannery FAA (Melbourne
Sustainable Society Institute, The University of Melbourne) and Professor John Williams FTSE
(Crawford School of Public Policy, The Australian National University). The full list of names is at
https://www.science.org.au/news-and-events/news-and-media-releases/panel-experts-reviewfish-kill-announced
………………
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The Murray-Darling Basin fish kills and comments on the Basin Plan
PCT Friends, Fellows and people associated with PCT sponsors are among people recently
publishing views and facts about the Darling River fish kill and the Murray-Darling Basin Plan.
The ‘Articles’ section of this newsletter includes a comment by Dr Siwan Lovett and a statement
from the CEO of the Murray-Darling Basin Authority (a PCT sponsor); both these were sent to
‘Bridging’.
Here are links to some other publications about these issues.
On 11 January, ‘Toxic: what is rotten in the Murray-Darling Basin? It’s not just fish’, by
Quentin Grafton, Emma Carmody, Matthew Colloff & John Williams. See
https://www.edonsw.org.au/what_is_rotten_in_mdb, and
https://www.policyforum.net/toxic-what-is-rotten-in-the-murray-darling-basin/.
On 15 January, ‘It’s time to restore public trust in the governing of the Murray-Darling Basin’, by
Jason Alexandra. See https://theconversation.com/its-time-to-restore-public-trust-in-thegoverning-of-the-murray-darling-basin-109797
On 16 January, Fran Sheldon (of the Australian Rivers Institute, a PCT sponsor):
‘The Darling River is simply not supposed to dry out even in drought.’ See

https://theconversation.com/the-darling-river-is-simply-not-supposed-to-dry-out-even-indrought-109880.

On 16 January, ‘Drought, climate change and mismanagement': What experts think caused the
death of a million Menindee fish’, by ABC News reporter Nick Klivert, quotes Adjunct
Professor John Williams, Professor Richard Kingsford, Professor Michael Young and
Professor Robyn Watts. See https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2019-01-16/what-causedmenindee-fish-kill-drought-water-mismanagement/10716080
On 17 January, ‘Cotton and rice have an important place in the Murray-Darling Basin’, by
Jamie Pittock of The Australian National University. See
https://theconversation.com/cotton-and-rice-have-an-important-place-in-the-murray-darlingbasin-109953
On 21 January, ‘A good plan to help Darling River fish recover exists, so let’s get on with it’, by
Lee Baumgartner and Max Finlayson of Charles Sturt University. See
http://theconversation.com/a-good-plan-to-help-darling-river-fish-recover-exists-so-lets-geton-with-it-110168
On 24 January, Cotton Australia (a PCT sponsor) published:
‘Australia’s cotton industry lays down the facts’ – a Media statement’ in response to questions
raised by Senator Hanson-Young. See
https://cottonaustralia.com.au/news/article/australias-cotton-industry-lays-down-the-facts-togreens-senator-sarah-hans.
On 31 January, Bradley Moggridge & Professor Ross Thompson in The Conversation:
‘Aboriginal voices are missing from the Murray-Darling Basin crisis’. See
https://theconversation.com/aboriginal-voices-are-missing-from-the-murray-darling-basincrisis-110769.
On 1 February, ‘Damning royal commission report leaves no doubt that we all lose if the MurrayDarling Basin Plan fails’, by Jamie Pittock, putting forward some thinking of the Wentworth
Group (of which he is a member). Several members of the Wentworth Group are Friends of the
Peter Cullen Trust. See
https://theconversation.com/damning-royal-commission-report-leaves-no-doubt-that-we-alllose-if-the-murray-darling-basin-plan-fails-110908

And on 29 January, the SA Royal Commission released ‘Murray-Darling Basin Royal Commission
Report’. See https://www.mdbrc.sa.gov.au/ and
https://www.mdbrc.sa.gov.au/sites/default/files/murray-darling-basin-royal-commissionreport.pdf?v=1548898371
………………
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RECENT SCIENCE PUBLICATIONS BY FELLOWS
Dr Tanya Doody writes: I have two new journal papers:
Fernando D.R., Lynch J.P., Reichman S.M., Clark G.J., Miller R.E., Doody T.M. 2018. Inundation of
a floodplain lake woodlands system: nutritional profiling and benefit to mature Eucalyptus
largiflorens (Black Box) trees. Wetlands Ecology and Management 26(5), 961–975.
Colloff M.J., Doody T.M., Overton I.C, Dalton J., Welling R. 2018. Re-framing the decision context
over trade-offs among ecosystem services and wellbeing in a major river basin where water
resources are highly contested. Sustainability Science. doi:10.1007/s11625-018-0630-x
………………..
Dr Barbara Robson sent this list of recent publications:
Skerratt J.H., Mongin M., Baird M.E., Wild-Allen K.A., Robson B.J., Schaffelke B., Davies C.H.,
Richardson A.J., Margvelashvili N., Soja-Wozniak M., Steven A.D.L. 2018. Simulated nutrient
and plankton dynamics in the Great Barrier Reef (2011–2016). Journal of Marine Systems.
Webb J.R., Santos I.R., Maher D.T., McDonald B., Robson B., Isaac P., McHugh I. 2018.
Terrestrial versus aquatic carbon fluxes in a subtropical agricultural floodplain over an
annual cycle. Agricultural and Forest Meteorology 260, 262–272.
Bainbridge Z., Lewis S., Bartley R., Fabricius K., Collier C., Waterhouse J., Garzon-Garcia A.,
Robson B., Burton J., Wenger A., Brodie J. 2018. Fine sediment and particulate organic
matter: A review and case study on ridge-to-reef transport, transformations, fates, and
impacts on marine ecosystems. Marine Pollution Bulletin 135, 1205–1220.
Margvelashvili N., Andrewartha J., Baird M., Herzfeld M., Jones E., Mongin M., Rizwi F.,
Robson B.J., Skerratt J., Wild-Allen K., Steven A. 2018. Simulated fate of catchmentderived sediment on the Great Barrier Reef shelf. Marine Pollution Bulletin 135, 954–962.
Waterhouse J., Burton J.M., Garzon-Garcia A., Lewis S., Brodie J., Bainbridge Z., Robson B.,
Burford M., Gruber R., Dougall C. 2018. Synthesis of knowledge and concepts. Bioavailable
nutrients: Sources, delivery and impacts in the Great Barrier Reef. Supporting concept paper
for the Bioavailable Nutrients Workshop, March 2018. NESP Tropical Water Quality Hub.
Robson B.J., Arhonditsis G.B., Baird M.E., Brebion J., Edwards K.F., Geoffroy L., Hébert M.P., van
Dongen-Vogels V., Jones E.M., Kruk C., Mongin M., et al. 2018. Towards evidence-based
parameter values and priors for aquatic ecosystem modelling. Environmental Modelling &
Software 100, 74-81.
………………..
Also spotted…
Hughes J.D., Yang A., Wang B., Marvanek S., Carlin L., Seo L., Petheram C., Vaze J. 2019.
NAWRA. Technical report: River model calibration. Northern Australia Water Resources
Assessment Project. https://www.researchgate.net/publication/330370153_NAWRATechnical_Report_-_River_model_calibration
…………………………………

Articles
Unexpected benefits of a few weeks of ‘life swap’
By Fleur Coaker and Susie Williams
Fleur Coaker writes: 24 hrs had not passed since I had graduated as a PCT Fellow, and I was set
my first challenge. I had thought there would be new opportunities from the PCT experience, but I
didn’t expect them to appear even before getting on the plane for home.
Susie Williams (2011 Fellow) implored me to apply for selection to do her role (as Kimberley
District Manager) in Kununurra for 4 weeks over December/January, plus house-sit her 5 acre
property while she had some well-earned R&R.
First thought was an instant ‘Yes’, although the reality of the details to actually make it happen
brought those ever-common doubts: preparing an application, busy workload, PCT final report,
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kids in school holidays, family, sporting commitments and Christmas quickly came to mind. I
stopped and thought for a moment. My response back was “I’ll find a way to make it work”.
Now with that perspective in mind and a positive outlook it is amazing how those details either
became irrelevant or manageable. Support from the family also helped to make this happen.
This time spent in a new role, in new surroundings, dealing with different issues and people gave
me a renewed energy and perspective that I didn’t realise I needed so much. I’ve built new
connections across the organisation and reaffirmed the importance of collaboration, supporting
each other and sharing our diversity of knowledge, experience and ideas. Fundamental to this is
our relationships and connections made with people.
The more that we can encourage and support this type of “cross pollination” across our
organisation, the more we will have an interested, engaged and connected workforce with open
minds to achieve even greater things.

Some of Fleur’s Kimberley experience during the ‘life swap’.
Susie Williams writes: And so the Fellows switch was made – Fleur landed in my job, home and
town. I had to prepare three hand-over documents to support the transition: a work program
detailing current issues and items to be progressed, a house-sitters list with particulars on the
chooks, garden and property infrastructure, and a ‘must-do’ list of wet season activities like
canoeing on the river, waterfall spotting and waterhole jumping.
I had met Fleur only once, as she graduated from the 2018 Leadership Program but the shared
experience of the PCT journey established an immediate connection and trust that allowed us to
make this work.
One of the challenges of my role in the Kimberley is the unique and remote environment, issues
and stakeholders.
There is so much more to hand-over than just the water management issues. Sharing the other
parts of my life through the exchange provides a valuable foundation for support that is often
missed when focusing only on work.
Fleur was jettisoned into a busy time, with significant Kimberley water management issues to deal
with, in the Fitzroy River, La Grange groundwater and Ord water quality – all incredibly complex
and important to the region.
I knew that Fleur had the insight and emotional intelligence required to look after my staff,
regional relationships, water issues and chooks in my absence.
I have found a new friend and colleague and someone that has a deeper insight into the
challenges I face, which are often interconnected between life and work.

Fleur Coaker & Susie Williams at Fleur’s graduation from the 2018 Science to Policy Leadership Program in November.
Photo: Ian Champ Photography.
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We need to listen to what our rivers are telling us
By Siwan Lovett, ARRC
This year has started with a reminder of what can happen when climate, politics and priorities
combine to impact our rivers, and the human and ecological communities that depend upon them.
At the ARRC, we don’t believe apportioning blame is helpful. Rather, we believe our rivers are
letting us know they desperately need our help, and we need to act.
Instead of hoarding knowledge we need to share it, even if it is not good news. We need to be
honest about what we do and don’t know about how our rivers and wetlands will respond to our
changing climate, and we are going to need to accept that there are some parts of our river
systems we cannot save.
We need to stop dismantling programs like the Native Fish Strategy and Sustainable Rivers Audit
that facilitate collaboration and connection between researchers, local communities and waterway
practitioners, and start investing in people, communications and long term thinking.
Trust is what underpins strong relationships, hope is what enables communities to ride out the
tough times, empathy ensures we keep our humanity.
We believe that if we had a robust basin-wide ecological monitoring program in place, with
information shared, and resources dedicated to effective communication, the river and her
communities would be better understood, and maybe real-time decision making could avert some
of the surprise and devastation we are seeing.
Rivers and people need each other to thrive. By working together, taking note of what our rivers
are telling us, we need to keep looking for the opportunities to protect, restore and connect with
the rivers we all depend upon.
Republished, with permission, from https://arrc.com.au/we-need-to-listen-to-what-our-rivers-are-telling-us/

……………………………………………………

A statement from the CEO of the MDBA
By Phillip Glyde, Chief Executive, Murray–Darling Basin Authority (a PCT sponsor)
As Chief Executive of the Murray–Daring Basin Authority (MDBA), I strongly reject some of the key
criticism contained in the final report of the South Australian Royal Commission into the Murray–
Darling Basin.
The full 746 pages of the report will take some time to read and fully digest. The MDBA will
respond to the report and its recommendations comprehensively.
But Commissioner Bret Walker has made it clear he believes the MDBA is guilty of
maladministration and of acting unlawfully.
On behalf of the MDBA, I reject those conclusions in the strongest possible terms. We haven’t
broken the law.
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In the three years I’ve been head of the MDBA, I can say the 280 staff who work with me have
worked diligently and with integrity.
The accusations in relation to acting unlawfully appear to stem from a difference in opinion about
the policy intent of this critically important water reform.
The Commissioner has one view and the Commonwealth has another. The Commonwealth legal
advice that the MDBA took in 2012, and which remains current, is that the 2007 Water Act and the
2012 Basin Plan are both legal and Constitutional.
I stand by the submission we made to the Royal Commission which made it clear that the MDBA
believes the Basin Plan to be legal, and to be working in the interests of all Australians.
From an initial reading of the Commission’s findings and recommendations, some of the most
interesting aspects are what is not mentioned.
There are no findings of direct misconduct or illegality directed at any single person. If anyone has
any information, I urge them to contact authorities, or the Public Service Commissioner. As a
result, I believe that to bring into question the work of the Authority and its staff on this basis
cannot be justified.
And while the Commissioner has called for an overhaul of the Plan and its environmental targets,
he does not call for the Plan to be abandoned.
The findings of maladministration relate to the work of the Authority in setting Sustainable
Diversion Limits: that is, the amount of water that may be used by communities and agriculture.
Those decisions were made at the time the Basin Plan was legislated and received bipartisan
support and the support of five State and Territory governments. The figures were based on best
available science and scientific advice.
The Basin Plan is a world-class policy. It will take 12 years to fully implement, and aims to share
the limited water resources in the Basin fairly between all interests – the environment, agriculture,
industry, Aboriginal communities and the 2.6 million people who live in its towns and communities.
The Basin Plan also represents a policy and political compact between the Commonwealth, State
and Territory governments. As recently as December 2018 all governments reiterated their strong
support and commitment to the Basin Plan and its implementation.
Since the Royal Commission, all governments have reiterated their commitment to the current
Plan. The MDBA will continue to implement the Plan within the model of co-operative Federalism
with our government partners.
Getting bipartisan agreement across the Parliaments of four Basin States, one Territory, and the
Commonwealth Government is no small achievement. Yet the agreement has stayed in place
despite changes of government at all levels, with $13 billion of funding to back it.
In the three years I’ve been in this job I haven’t met anyone who actually likes the Plan in its
entirety. Every side of the Basin water debate has had to make compromises and sacrifices, and
every aspect of the Plan remains the subject of vigorous debate, just as it was when the Plan was
being developed.
One point of agreement stands out. Nobody wants to go back where we were prior to 2012. We all
agree that we need a plan.
The Royal Commission accuses the MDBA of ignoring climate change, and of dismissing climate
advice from the CSIRO.
Again, I reject that accusation. The MDBA has always considered the impacts of climate change,
and has been guided by the best possible advice from the CSIRO.
As the Basin Plan was being developed, the MDBA used climate data going back 114 years, which
covered the full range of the climate changes modelled by the CSIRO.
The MDBA recognises that more work is needed to improve understanding of how climate change
risks will affect the Basin, and the Basin Plan can and will be adapted to meet those challenges.
This Basin Plan is a world-leading opportunity to protect our iconic rivers, and maintain our
nation’s food bowl, which provides 40 per cent of Australia’s food and fibre, and to ensure the
Basin’s water is managed sustainably for current and future generations.
We are half-way into implementing the plan. We can’t overturn the impacts of 100 years of water
overuse in a few short years.
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